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ABSTRACT
This thesis discusses the difficulties in bringing Joseph Brodsky's poetry in English.
It also attempts to locate Brodsky’s poetry in relation to the multilingual American literary
tradition by considering the factors that resulted in Brodsky being exceptionally successful
in English, and the negative criticism of his translations and the original English poems.
This research explores translation by considering the linguistic, literary and cultural
factors involved in the transition of the poems from Russia (and Russian) to America
(and English). It raises a set of broader issues connected with questioning the authority of
the native speaker, the nature of the American literary tradition, and defining a good
translation. Yet, it also considers the particularities of the literary niche of the exiled
writers, the extend and the approaches to the transformations of English done by the
authors-representatives

of

ethnic

minorities,

the

appropriateness

of

Brodsky’s

manipulations with English and the connotations of certain elements of prosody in English
and Russian.
The thesis approaches the subject by discussing the difficulties of poetry translation
specifically in the context of the Russian poetry translated into English with the main focus
placed on Brodsky. It provides the overview of the debate around Nabokov’s translation of
Eugene Onegin, and briefly examines the mechanics of the methods of translating poetry
from a flective into an analytic language. It lists the methods (mainly based of Levý’s
Umění překladu) that the native and non-native speakers tend to undertake and discusses
them in relation to the purpose of translation.
The thesis provides a linguistic comparison of the architectonics of Brodsky’s
poetry and translations with the emphasis on syntax, register, stanza, rhyme and meter. It
relies on both, language corpora and criticism, by comparing Brodsky’s Russian originals,
Brodsky’s translations of English poetry into Russian, Brodsky’s translations of his own
work and the translations of Brodsky’s poetry by the native speakers of English.
The research concludes by locating Brodsky in the American literary tradition. It
characterizes the multilingual nature of the American literature largely relying on Bharati
Mukherjee in “Immigrant Writing: Changing the Contours of a National Literature” and
Evelyn Nien-Ming Ch’ien’s Weird English as the framework. It also considers the
criticism of Brodsky’s English and Russian-speaking contemporaries in order to refer to
the non-literary aspects of belonging to a literary tradition.
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1

Introduction
There are two sides to Joseph Brodsky. On the one hand he is a personification of the

American dream come true: a high school dropout who ends up with a Nobel Prize and the
international recognition of his talent. On the other hand Brodsky is a nostalgic refugee
who could never really belong in the literary tradition that adopted him. While Brodsky‘s
essays are more often praised than challenged, his original English poems along with his
poetry translations from Russian receive the amount of criticism that seems incompatible
with Brodsky‘s success as a literary figure.
This critical backlash largely owes to Brodsky‘s insistence on retaining
Russian syntax and prosody in his translations into English, which most scholars do not
readily perceive as artistic intent, let alone as successful. Notwithstanding, some prominent
critics such as Seamus Heaney and John Bayley respond positively to Brodsky‘s
experiments with English. Moreover, the late twentieth-century is notable for the rise of
multilingual and postcolonial writing that contains un-English elements such as
transliterations of accents and foreign words, migration and multicultural rhetoric and
many other manifestations of the foreign presence in the Anglophone literary tradition.
Such writing is actively promoted by critics like Evelyn Nien-Ming-Ch‘ien,
Werner Sollors and Bharati Mukherjee who see it as an declaration of the ―changing face
of America‖1 that requires artistic manifestation. Provided this state of affairs one has to
reconsider the debate around Brodsky‘s verse in English and to examine the un-English
elements in Brodsky‘s verse against the critical frameworks suggested by the abovementioned critics.
Since translations constitute the majority of Brodsky‘s poetry in English, it is
necessary to determine what makes it problematic to render them into English with regards
to the difficulties of poetry translation in general, the translation trends in the seventies and
the particularities of the English-Russian interface. This unavoidably involves the
discussion of the precedent set by Vladimir Nabokov‘s scandalous translation of Eugene
Onegin, which is famous for its encyclopedia-like explanation of even foreign element to
the Anglophone reader. The notable characteristic of this debate is that although Nabokov
had previously proven himself capable of producing conventional verse translations, he
1

Bharati Mukherjee, ―Immigrant Writing: Changing the Contours of a National Literature,‖ American
Literary History 23.3 (2011): 684. American Literary History 23.3 (2011): 684.
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insisted upon explaining Pushkin to the Anglophone reader even though this project was
potentially harmful to his career, time-consuming and subversive of the current trends in
poetry translation. Nabokov‘s insistence resonates with Brodsky‘s, and so do the critical
reactions to their works. This strong artistic intent is often overlooked by Brodsky‘s and
Nabokov‘s contemporary critics, while Nien-Ming-Ch‘ien and Mukherjee valorize it as a
factor of utmost importance. Therefore, the analysis of Brodsky‘s poetry needs to
concentrate on the possible rationale behind the un-English elements, by systematically
examining the chronological progression of his involvement with the translation of his own
poetry and his composing original English poems.
Still, textual evidence is not the only thing at play when it comes to literary
multiculturalism. Brodsky began translating his own poetry — and therefore fully entered
the Anglophone tradition — five years after his immigration. At that time the tradition was
neither underdeveloped, nor has it exhausted itself. Therefore, potentially, the translation
had to occupy a peripheral position in it; firstly because Russian was not a prevalent
incoming foreign language, secondly because Brodsky‘s translations do not fully adhere to
any known translation model. Yet, despite the current state of the tradition and the
prevailing negative criticism of Brodsky‘s poetry in English, he was a prominent figure of
the Anglophone literary scene. This suggests that there are other factors at play that
determine one‘s belonging to a literary tradition, such as the historical moment, the
author‘s biography and his contact with the Anglophone literary scene. It also suggest the
possibility that Brodsky may not have lost his Russian self when changing the language,
but he might have gained a new identity as an immigrant author who uses unidiomatic
English as a manifestation of his binary position as a multilingual poet.

2

The Difficulties of Bringing Brodsky’s poetry into English

2.1

Nabokov and the Trends of Translation
The primeval proclamation that poetry inevitably gets lost in translation is quite

multifunctional, as it simultaneously serves as an excuse for inadequate translations, a postulate for
the critics and as an ultimate challenge. Of course, there are always conventions, one way of
reproducing the original being more fashionable than the rest. Occasionally, a translation may even
improve the original. Nevertheless, there is no perfect reproduction; losses and infidelities are
inevitable especially when the two languages at play are typologically different and the winning
10
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party‘s method is merely the one with which the original suffers lesser losses. Another such
commonly known postulate is that the native speaker knows best. When it comes to poetry
translation, a translation from the crib done by someone who does not know the language of the
original is often preferable to the one done by someone non-native to the target language, however
proficient they are. So what happens when a foreigner does a translation that undermines the
conventions of the period claiming that the subversion of the norm is their way of making a
statement? If not immediately dismissed, it starts a debate in which the biographical factor and the
notions of native and foreign become pivotal arguments.
This can be illustrated by Nabokov's translation of Eugene Onegin — an example of
extreme literalism striving to accurately present and explain the notions native to the language
of the original to the Anglophone reader. Nabokov's translation of Eugene Onegin certainly did
not set the precedent for literalism in translation. However, the intensity of the debate that
exploded around Onegin was due to the translation being purposefully controversial and
intending to subvert the conventions of that time which Nabokov pejoratively nicknamed a
tradition of "rhymed paraphrase.‖2
This debate may not directly represent the native versus non-native speaker translator
distinction, but its participants and their strategies introduce us to the two paths that one can
reduce the poetry translator‘s dilemma to — to translate into a target language and culture by
replacing the foreign elements with their domestic equivalents and creating a poem that could
have been originally written in English; or to translate from a language and culture of the
original and to present the reader with what is obviously a translation but to preserve the
exoticism of the foreign elements of the original.3Of course there are further ways to categorize
translations: H. Muchnic suggests the distinction between word-by-word translation,
paraphrase, and imitation;

4

Nabokov — between literal, lexical and periphrastic

translations; 5 K. Chukovskij 6 distinguishes between artistic and periphrastic translations
and Levý7 — between linguistic and literary. Fundamentally, despite their use of different
terminology, all the typologies depict similar strategies that encompass the ‗into‘ and

2

Judson Rosengrant quotes Nabokov, ―Nabokov's Theory and Practice of Translation, 1941-1975,‖
The Slavic and East European Journal 38.1 (1994) 14.
3
Brian Boyd, Nabokov: The American Years (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991) 234.
4
Helen Muchnic, ―Russian Methods of Translation.‖ Russian Review 29. 4 (1970) 404.
5
Rosengrant 14.
6
Kornej Chukovskij, Vysokoje Iskusstvo: o Principah Hudozhestvennogo Perevoda (Moskva:
Gosudarstvennoe Izdatelʹstvo Hudozhestvennoj Literatury, 1957).
7
Jírí Levý, Umění Překladu (Praha: Kosmas, 2012).
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‗from‘ distinction and some include the intermediate product.
Moreover, no matter what the strategy is — and most translators combine them —
the goal of any translation is to render the essence of a poem with the smallest possible
losses. Although some theorists suggest that there is a universal set of features that
determines this essence, it is mostly related to rendering the wholeness8 of the poem and
has to be defined situationally in relation to a specific oeuvre and taking into account the
translator‘s vision and intent. Therefore, rendering the essence of a poem can be defined as
delivering the translation that is true to the original, and that does not necessarily have to
be bound to a specific trend. But most importantly, one has to consider the difficulties and
the potential perils that may arise when following a certain translational strategy.
2.2

Weird English
If a translation from the target language is taken to the extreme, it becomes an

entity that is inseparable9 from the original turning into a guidebook that targets readers
who have some knowledge of the source language, scholars, and those interested in the
source language studies. As Levý repeatedly mentions in Umění překladu, 10 its main
disadvantage is the one-sidedness of interpretation manifested in its preoccupation with the
facts that potentially destroys the aesthetic wholeness of style. Moreover, since there is no
one-to-one correspondence between certain notions in the two languages, this method is
potentially troubled. It fails as a literary translation, but it is invaluable if used as a crib or a
teaching aid.
This Onegin-like translation is rather extreme and uncommon. However most of the
time instead of producing encyclopedia-like guides, some instances of translation from the
source language can also result in weird English. Weird English is what Nien-Ming Ch‘ien
refers to as language ―derived from non-native English.‖ 11 Her volume Weird English
(2004) celebrates the non-standard English of the authors who express their non-English
background through twisting the English language and classifies it as a distinctive variety
of the literary language. Nien-Ming Ch‘ien views the use of weird English, whether
manifested in using a vernacular, transcribing accents or ―destabilizing rules‖ 12 as an

8

Chukovskij 52.
Boyd 333.
9
Evelyn Nien-Ming Ch‘ien, Weird English (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2004) 11.
10
Levý.
11
Nien-Ming Ch‘ien 9.
12
Nien-Ming Ch‘ien 9.
9
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aesthetic strategy that focuses on the language itself as opposed to the audience‘s reaction
to it. Most importantly, she distinguishes between weird English authors who belong to the
Anglophone literary tradition and authors producing nonsensical bad English. She names a
number of catalysts that trigger the weird English phenomenon, all of them expressing the
idea of a conscious, meaningful bending of the language for various purposes. In addition,
she considers non-foreign cases of transcribing domestic (English) dialects, however, for
our purposes we will use the term weird English to refer to migrants‘ writing exclusively. 13
Unlike the modernists‘ attempts at producing linguistic polyphony in their oeuvres, weird
English distorts the language to express the realm of a foreign culture, an accent, a foreign
notion. Nien-Ming Ch‘ien also claims weird English to be of equal importance to the
native variety. Bharati Mukherjee, another prominent critic and an advocate of
multilingualism in literature, supports this claim and argues that nowadays the weird
vocabulary of immigrant authors has become common, familiar and fully accepted as long
as it does not cross the boundary between an aesthetic experiment and bad English. 14 These
boundaries are placed on the basis of the presence of the artistic intent behind the
deformations imposed on English, and their decipherability. Yet it is crucial to note that
they are arbitrary and subjective, which means that the greatest difficulty of using weird
English in translation is making a decision if the accurate rendering of certain elements of
the poem, whether it is vocabulary as it is in case with Nabokov, or the form as is the case
with Brodsky, is indeed going to preserve the essence of the poem for the reader or if it is
going to break it apart.
A translation into the language is the very opposite of the previous approach,
however, its extremes can produce just as disastrous. The assimilationist translation in its
extreme is a translation in which the translator replaces any culture- or language- specific
notions by their equivalents in the target language. Judging from the works of Levý,
Muchnic and Chukovskij this method is favored by the non-Anglophone translating
traditions, especially by the Russian, Czech and German ones. It grants great freedom to a
translator, and result in the translator becoming not merely a mediator between the
languages and cultures, but an artist, someone who does not transfer words from one
language to another, but who rebuilds the style and the content of the original 15 using the
13

Nien-Ming Ch‘ien.
Mukherjee 684.
15
Chukovskij 62-63.
14
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material of the target language. The ideal assimilationist translator resembles what Eliot
refers to as a catalyst in ―Tradition and the Individual Talent‖16 The translator represents
the author by becoming the author in the target language. The only presence of a translator
in the oeuvre that Chukovskij deems forgivable is the unintentional subconscious one.17
The artist does not copy the original or retell it; they recreate the essence of a poem with
different linguistic and literary material than the original.18
It is also crucial to note one of the most common shortcomings of this approach is
what Chukovskij refers to as ―otsebyatina.‖19 He uses the notion in several ways, but for
our purposes we will be referring to a translator‘s invention that goes against the spirit of
the original, ‗corrects‘ the original or inconsistently uses certain elements (such as mixing
target and source language notions). Another potential fallacy is incorrectly establishing
the essence of the poem and deleting the crucial foreign elements that determine it.
Finally, the most common outcome of any translation is the hybrid between the
assimilationist and the literalist techniques – the periphrastic translation. Judging from the
acclaimed translations of Eugene Onegin by Arndt and Deutsch, paraphrases in verse were
typical of and praised in the Anglophone tradition during the sixties. Nevertheless,
Nabokov referred to the ―periphrastic‖20 translation pejoratively and Levý addresses it as
merely a stage in the process of interpretation, and not as the final product.21 Yet practice
shows that even if the author is the translator, as is the case with Brodsky, they can
sometimes produce periphrastic translations as well, since it is the textual elements, the
techniques that such translators employ that make one fit the definition. Paraphrases do not
personify and recreate the author in the target language, but use thetranslator‘s own idiolect
to express the lexical compound and to imitate the form. They strive to present all the
elements of the original‘s style, however, making them vague and often distorted in order
to combine them with one another, which results in what Muchnic refers to as ―maimed
and the dead‖22 translations that occur when the translator fails to achieve accuracy in
recreating the ―letter and spirit‖23 of the original in the target language.

16

Eliot ―Tradition and the Individual Talent‖Perspecta 19 (1982): 36-42.
Chukovskij 31.
18
Levý 76.
19
Chukovskij 95.
20
Rosengrant 14.
21
Levý 50.
22
Muchnic 405.
23
Muchnic 405.
17
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In this sense the problem with Brodsky is that his idiolect does not belong to the
target language and his periphrasis is potentially bound to remain between literalist form
and paraphrased content. In general periphrastic translations often fail to express the
essence of the poem since it loses the prominent position among other stylistic elements
that the translator revives in the translation.Moreover, as Chukovskij notes, it is the
translation that tries to copy the form of the original that especially represents the
translator, and not the author.24 This definition could have been applied to Brodsky‘s
situation in a way that his autotranslations represent the Anglophone Brodsky through the
imitation of the Russian Brodsky by copying the Russian form while using the English
linguistic material.
All the same, Levý indicates the most important deduction to be made from the
distinction between the ‗into‘ and ‗from‘ translators;he pronounces the translator to be the
decisive force, since no matter what typology one employs, it is the translator who
determines which elements embody the essence of the poem and need to be transferred into
the target language and which stylistic features can be regarded as secondary and be
sacrificed.25However, translator‘s mistakes are not the only obstacle that stands in the way
of a successful translation of a poem from Russian into English. Quite a few barriers can
be caused by the linguistic aspects of the Russian and English interface, such as the
typological differences between the two languages, the differences in Russian and English
prosody and the untranslatable concepts; or, in other words, concepts that have no
equivalent in the target language.
2.3

Russian-English Interface
The typological distinction, Russian being an inflectional language and

English being analytical, is the primary problematic field on the way to crossing what Levý
refers to as the ―gap‖26 between Russian and English languages and cultures. We chose to
base the inflectional versus analytic distinction on the Praguian Typology of Languages by
Skalička and Sgall.27 Although the typology is largely based on morphological differences
between the languages, in translation they mainly cause difficulties on the syntactic level.

24

Chukovskij 57.
Levý 12.
26
Levý 11.
27
V. Skalička and P. Sgall, ―Praguian Typology of Languages,‖ ed. Luelsdorff, Prague School of
Structural and Functional Linguistics: a Short Introduction (Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 1994)
333-357.
25
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One can argue that the weakening of syntactic relations in poetry28 mentioned by Levý
should make syntax of lesser relevance in translating poetry. However, the extensive
negative criticism of the foreign syntax of Brodsky‘s autotranslations suggests that
syntactical connections should be examined. There are some inflectional features that one
can relatively easily reconstruct in an analytical language. Russian grammatical agreement
can be expressed by the word order and by references manifested in pronouns or articles;
inflectional endings can be expressed by grammatical words. In English the expression of
focus that Russian accomplishes through word order and sentence intonation can be
replaced either through inversion or syntactically: through clefting and passivization.
However, some typological differences, like Russian grammatical gender, do not have a
ready palette of solutions and need to be resolved situationally. 29 Notably, the word order
poses one of the biggest problems to Brodsky as a translator due to his use of Russian
syntax and hence adding inversions and shifting the focus of the phrase.
Secondly, there are significant differences in Russian and English prosody.
Chukovskij comments that, in general, every English word is four times shorter than the
Russian one in addition to Russian having significantly lower semantic density than
English.30 Both these feature pose especially significant problems for poetry translators,
since unlike it is in English, Russian words do not have secondary stress. It is also
disputable if Romance vocabulary in English directly corresponds in register and general
use to the use of Old (Church) Slavic as Levý claims.31 However, unlike Chukovskij, in
―Notes on Prosody‖ Nabokov is not as concerned with the vocabulary as much as he is
with the sound. In ―Notes on Prosody‖ he devotes a large section to scuds, stresses and,
hence, the feminine and masculine rhyme distribution in the two languages in question.
Finally, there are specific instances of untranslatable cultural concepts and aesthetical
features such as the ―earthiness‖32 of Russian poetry mentioned by Baring;however these
can only be treated on the one-to-one basis.
Still, apart from considering one‘s strategic options and the quality of the
execution technique, there are inevitably other factors at play that determine how a certain
translation is perceived or at least influence it. Provided the Cold war backdrop, the
28

Levý 203.
Skalička and Sgall.
30
Chukovskij 121.
31
Levy 67, 204.
32
Muchnic quotes Baring 410.
29
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Russian-English interface is especially prominent in the second half of the twentieth
century. Yet, in some cases even the utmost interest in the biography of a refugee author
cannot win him the praise of his verse.

3

Weird English or Just Weird
Volumes have been written on Brodsky‘s self-translations and his original English

poems, mostly characterizing his poetry in English as awkward and unidiomatic. Yet the
fact that weird English is gradually becoming mainstream and is ceasing to be seen as a
flaw or as something that needs to be defended allows us to reconsider this debate. The
presumption of this critical framework is that weird English is acceptable as long as it is
functional; or as Ishov explains in his dissertation: ―it is ultimately not relevant whether
Brodsky did succeed or not in producing genuinely English poems.‖33 Ishov also argues
that achieving the ―independence‖34 of the translation from the original is a way for poets
to recreate themselves in a foreign language. Consequently, to sound like a native-English
writer is not the goal of a poet composing in his second language. Nevertheless, one needs
to address the issue of readability of the un-English elements on a poem-to-poem basis,
since once the un-English element fails to display any artistic intent it cannot be considered
functional weird English. For that reason this chapter examines the body of Brodsky‘s
collected poems in an attempt to classify Brodsky‘s involvement with English by
determining whether it is a work of a bilingual artist with two independent sets of poetic
devices, a manifesto of a weird English artist, or a set of faulty translations.
Previously Brodsky‘s translations have been viewed with respect to linguistic
competency as his mastery of English developed over his life. Brodsky began participating
in translating his poems five years into his immigration, gradually becoming more
independent and eventually composing poems directly in English. This convenient fact
prevents one from considering any other interpretation than seeing Brodsky‘s poetic output
as the progress of a language learner. Although logical, this supposition denies one any
reading outside the chronology, or any interpretation that concentrates on the means of

33

Zakhar Ishov, Post-horse of Civilisation’: Joseph Brodsky translating Joseph Brodsky. Towards a
New Theory of Russian-English Poetry Translation, dissertation (Berlin: Freeing Universitat
Berlin, School of English Philologie 2008) 25.
34
Ishov 25.
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artistic expression rather than on proficiency or the lack of thereof. It also encourages
taking the fact that Brodsky does not stop producing poetry in Russian as an act of
resignation, of his inability to abandon Russian due to his lack of competence in English.
What is more, during interviews Brodsky proclaims himself a Russian poet, therefore
dismissing any further debate on the matter. All these factors make it easy to overlook any
interpretation of the differences and the similarities of Brodsky‘s verse in the two
languages other than the obvious one; which is why in this chapter I wish to locate and
identify the un-English elements and assess the degree to which they fit in the weird
English framework.
3.1

Translating in Collaboration
In order to put the previous approached into greater contrast one has to proceed

chronologically and commence with the translations of Brodsky‘s poetry made either
entirely by the native speakers of English or in collaboration with them. Indeed, Brodsky
was correcting his translators always preferring ―accuracy.‖35 However, in this respect the
translations are inconsistent. Although he worked in collaboration, critics hold Brodsky
alone responsible for the results which Ishov entitles ―mimetic and foreignising‖36
writing.The mimetic approach is especially evident in relation to Brodsky calquing Russian
phraseological expressions. Namely, the phrase ―no one‘s legs rest on my shoulders‖37
from the poem ―I Sit by the Window‖ is a reference to the Russian idiom denoting abusing
of one‘s kindness, and one cannot expect the direct translation to be correctly interpreted
by an Anglophone reader unfamiliar with the Russian expression. Therefore, choosing
calque over paraphrase or over a synonymous proverb in English results in unnecessary
confusion for the reader rather than an excursion into Russian culture. ―Lullaby of Cape
Cod‖ contains a similar example. Yet ―backed up like a crab‖ (Brodsky 117) which renders
the Russian ―пятится как рак” [backs up like a crawfish]is much easier to decipher and
is clear to the reader despite not being idiomatic. The latter is an illustration of an attempt
at weird English that acquaints the reader with Russian idioms through imagery. Another
such example of successful, although differently rendered, weird English is the use of
―Land-under-heaven‖ (Brodsky 143) in the translation of ―Letters from the Ming Dynasty‖
35

Sven Birkerts, ―The Art of Poetry XXVIII: Joseph Brodsky: Interview,‖ Paris Review 24, (Spring
1982) 82-126.
36
Ishov 12.
37
Joseph Brodsky, Collected Poems (New-York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2000) 46-47. All future
page references will be to this edition and will be included in parentheses in the text.
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done in collaboration with Walcott. Land-under-heaven is an idiomatic reference to the
elite society. Notably, the translator explicitly marks it and another foreign element (a
Chinese proverb) by placing them within quotation marks by means of which he separates
the foreign elements from the rest of the text as if warning the reader about the allusions it
may contain.
Another way of transferring one‘s culture is Brodsky‘s treatment of the nonphraseological references. One, however, must be cautious addressing these since they are
heterogeneous as Brodsky is known for mimicking foreign metrical structures and using
multicultural references as a poetic device — he mimics Eliot‘s and Donne‘s poetics in the
elegies dedicated to them and resorts to name- and historical fact- droppings in long
sequences dedicated to Venice, to Lithuania and to Ancient Rome. Analyzing these
references and their distribution helps one determine what makes the un-Russian elements
successful as opposed to their un-English translations and to see whether Russian serves as
a foundation for those on a deeper level. Apparently, the translations either transfer the
references straight into English with minimal alterations or merely slightly adapt them for
the American reader. In ―Lullaby of Cape Cod‖ Brodsky uses macaronic expressions that
are replaced by ordinary English in the translation since the English language makes such
stylistic pinpointing unnecessary.38 Hence one may say that Brodsky uses weird Russian
when it serves his purpose, which contributes to the possibility that each un-English
element has to be evaluated, as they are likely to be intentional. Yet when it comes to a
more controversial and more deeply cultural label ―негр”39 [negro] in ―Lullaby of Cape
Cod‖ which, in Russian, is a mildly racist, but generally used and to a degree acceptable
term. The translation replaces it with the neutral term ―black man‖ (Brodsky 118). Such a
choice could be an attempt to render a neutral term in one culture into something that is
equivalent in relation to its perception by the reader. Yet the necessity to make this
adaptation in translation signals that even when making references to foreign notions
Brodsky did that from a Russian perspective, otherwise the original would have contained
black man instead of negro. Notably the poem was written in immigration, therefore,
Brodsky was well aware of the difference in connotations and his choice of term was
intentional. A similar example, yet this time of Russian anti-Semitism, is the mention of
sparrows that are a pejorative reference to Jewish people in ―The Thames at Chelsea‖
38
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(Brodsky 98). The term is adapted for a more democratic American reader through, again,
a neutral label.
As one can see, the references that are instrumental to the debate are the ones that
surpass the geographical context created by the artist.The final stanza of the American
poem ―Lullaby of Cape Cod‖ contains a covert reference to Mandelstam, speaking to the
fact that the Russian element is the primary one just as Brodsky claims it to be: even when
his verse travels abroad, the Russian context remains fundamental.40
Having discussed the weird English element, I now wish to address the formal
features of the translations. At once, it is clear that Brodsky replicates the Russian meter in
English, which an intent that pertains to weird English, since the goal is to deliver a poem
with the original‘s (Russian) sound. Yet given that English and Russian meters carry
different connotations, this strategy is troubled; it does not provide one with exotic sound,
but with a discrepancy between the form and content. Zakhar Ishov and many other critics
agree that the poet largely replicates Russian stress patterns, trimeters and feminine rhymes
that are unnatural in English; he also does not fully follow the strategy of reaching
maximum precision41 and makes use of half rhymes which are practices that ultimately do
not lead to preserving form, the ―vessel‖42 of a poem. In addition, Brodsky is sacrificing
precision of meaning for the perfection of form at the expense of the potentially
unachievable-by-mimesis smoothness (Brodsky 507) of the translations.
In ―Six Years Later,‖ ―Postcriptum‖ and ―I Sit by the Window‖ 43 one faces the
translator‘s most common flaw — general, more frequently used words and therefore
losing the connotations and integrity of the image in the struggle to preserve the form.
Unlike Nabokov in his translation of Eugene Onegin, Brodsky does not attempt to reach
maximum accuracy in transferring of connotations. In ―Postscriptum‖ Brodsky allows for
the casual ―life‖instead of a more precise existence [существование]and translates
пустырь [waste-ground, sandlot]that has the connotation approximate to the English
notion of wasteland as a neutral and empty ―vacant lots.‖In relation to vocabulary, the
auto-translation of ―I Sit by the Window‖ uses the simplified translations of the original
disregarding the connotations of Russian slang. Given that Brodsky is famously noted for
40
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the powerful concentrated language of his poems, such precision in replicating the syntax
in auto-translations and neglect of vocabulary prove that ―Postscriptum‖ in Brodsky‘s
translation is an echo of his Russian text rather than a bilingual‘s replication. So he does in
―I Sit by the Window‖ — a translation that is more simplistic than the original, and the use
of ―grass […] turn you on […] coke‖ is an unsuccessful attempt to bring the poem into
English by using colloquial language compared to the intensity of Russian – способность
торчать избежав укола [the ability to get high while avoiding the injection]. It is this
combination of simplicity and awkward formulations that show that the translations are
rather an echo of a Russian poetic self than the creation of a new American one. Another
lexical flaw is the constant breaching of register and the inconsistency of translating
register that are prominent throughout the works Brodsky translated during his early years
in the USA. In ―Six Years Later‖ ―старый диванчик”44[old sofa], -чик at the end of sofa
being the suffix denoting a casual, playful noun is translated into ―ancient bed‖ (Brodsky
3), which is an entirely different image.
Moreover, already at this stage there are minor but nevertheless omnipresent
rewritings that introduce creative wordplay in ―The Funeral of Bobó:‖ ―pregnant with […]
message‖ (Brodsky 56-57); rearrangements of stanzas and the omission of entire phrases
that is especially noticeable in ―A Second Christmas by the Shore." However, while minor
lexical alterations can be seen as the inevitable drawbacks of translation, there are several
significant logical alterations that are much more equivocal. In ―Anno Domini‖ what is
originally distanced from the Creator‘s image is ―made in the Creator‘s image‖ (Brodsky
6) in the translation. Such changes of logic, although less extreme, are also present in ―Six
Years Later‖ and in ―The Funeral of Bobó." Interestingly enough in the latter there is a
change in the communicative dynamism of the utterance ―the squares of air push through
the window vents‖ (Brodsky 57). This may be seen as an unimportant feature if one does
not take into account that Russian is an inflected and English — an analytical language,
and therefore they realize communicative dynamism through the opposite strategies,
especially regarding the word order. This replication of Russian syntactic constructions has
been widely criticized because in contrast with Nabokov‘s use of vernacular in Pnin it does
not tend to be read as functional weird English.45 Furthermore, if one compares Brodsky to
44
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other weird English authors — Rushdie‘s transliterations and Hindlish, Burgess‘ Nadsat
and the speech of Nabokov‘s Pnin — these (even though often argued as not particularly
approachable) are met with attitude of toleration and encouragement. The same stance is
not and cannot be taken in relation to Brodsky‘s un-English syntax in spite of the fact that
another foreigner Derek Walcott endearingly entitles it ―idiosyncrasies of the Russian
voice‖46 Brodsky‘s translations display features identified by corpus linguists47 as
pertaining to the non-native speaker‘s English and translator‘s common mistakes that are
mainly manifested in using general adjectives instead of the specific ones. Although this
might be viewed as a strategy similar to the language of En Attendant Godot that is present
in both, the French, and the English versions – it is also representative of what Even-Zohar
entitles ―a non-adequate translation‖48 when the translation does not achieve equivalence to
the original in terms of its execution.
Indeed, the translations may seem faulty; both, in the inconsistency of Brodsky‘s
strategy and in the impossibility of rendering the Russian sound by mimesis. However,
because the faults are consistent throughout the volume and continue with Brodsky‘s
increasing involvement in the translation process (Brodsky‘s linguistic skills supposedly
flourishing) — it is possible that the faults are intentional and they should be viewed as a
transitional stage of his attempt to remake his poems in English and to recreate his poetics
in the English language. Indeed, chronologically his translations become more independent
of the original: he replaces images, reconstructs lines and deletes entire stanzas.
Unfortunately there is virtually no way to distinguish Brodsky‘s input into his translations
from the one of the native speakers of English, which makes it unclear whether the changes
in register, imagery and sometimes the whole logic of a poem are deliberate or are the
evidence of incompetency, and also whose incompetence it is. Nevertheless, the
consistency of such alterations being present throughout the translated work suggests that
one is free to follow the poet‘s prompt (Brodsky xiii) and to view Brodsky‘s translations as
a progress towards remaking his poems into originals in English. Yet one must examine
further poems to gather sufficient amount of evidence to conclude whether there is intent
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behind the un-Englishness: whether the form in the auto-translations and particularly the
replication of Russian syntactic structure is a conscious choice, a subconscious statement
of un-English identity or a bad translation.
3.2

Brodsky’s Autotranslations
While the lack of consistent textual evidence in the collaborative translations does

not allow one to determine Brodsky‘s artistic intent, his solo work is different. Free of the
necessity to reach a consensus with his co-translators, Brodsky often produces texts that
have a different character, enlarging and developing all the un-English features that
appeared in the collaborative translations. They also contain a lot more weird English,
which perplexed most critics. To elaborate, one can divide the principal features of
Brodsky‘s autotranslations into foreign references, unsuccessful weird English,
comprehensible weird English and calquing of the formal features.
Some foreign references are preserved and calqued into English, some are either
omitted or transformed into culturally and geographically neutral terms, and some are
adapted for the Anglophone reader. This distinction is significant for the analysis since it
illustrates how and why Brodsky introduces un-Englishness into his verse. The examples
of the references calqued into the translations are the references to Orenburg shawls and
Goncharova in ―To a Friend: In Memoriam‖ (Brodsky 212) and the reference to Slavic
Glory in ―Constancy‖ (Brodsky 343). These are cultural and historical references that
follow the modernist tradition. The only difference between the perception of these
between a Russian and an Anglophone audience is that Russians will find a greater number
of familiar references. Yet, some factual references are omitted such as the name of the
river Terek49 in ―The Fifth Anniversary‖ that is replaced by a neutral ―mountain stream‖
(Brodsky 241) and a reference to Maklai (Brodskij 287) in ―Kellomaki‖ that is replaced by
―scientist‖ (Brodsky 313) in the translation. The difference of the treatment of reference is
due to Brodsky‘s artistic intent. He is not trying to complicate the reading for the
Anglophone audience — he only preserves the references that are instrumental to the
poems. The best example is the treatment of the Russian ruble that is preserved in
―Kellomaki‖ but replaced by ―note‖ (Brodsky 215) in ―Lithuanian Nocturne." In the latter
ruble is a general reference to money denoting a cent to dollar relationship; it is
geographically neutral in the original. Yet in ―Kellomaki‖ it is a culture-specific reference
49
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to the drawing of Kremlin on the Russian coin. Moreover, the reference to Kremlin in
―Kellomaki‖ is disguised and would not be decipherable if Brodsky did not explicitly state
the coin to be a ruble. However, there are other references the omission of which is less
obvious than the case depicted above.
The omission of the Greek drachma in ―To a Friend: In Memoriam‖ is not clearly
motivated especially since it is tied to the culturally specific mention of Charon (Brodsky
212). The only plausible explanation could be that Brodsky wished to avoid the consonant
cluster that would inevitably break the fluidity of the line; this suggests that Brodsky is still
committed to the aesthetic aspects of the translation. In the same poem Brodsky
paraphrases the Church Slavic ―Имяреку‖— a term which, according to the Modern
Russian Encyclopedia, is used in modern Russian instead of a name of an unknown person,
or of someone whose name is not mentioned deliberately.50 Therefore, Brodsky‘s
paraphrase of the term in the translation is logical, however, it takes away from the
spiritual dimension of the poem that is indicated by the references to the Holy Ghost and a
term connected to clergy — Third Rome (Brodsky 212).
A poem that deserves special attention is ―The Fifth Anniversary." Although it is
set in a particular place, Brodsky neither fully rewrites it adapting the poem‘s Russian
geography, neither does he preserve the Russian features by the means of weird English.
Instead he neutralizes almost all the Russia-specific references. Terek becomes merely a
river, the Hermitage — ―galleries‖ (Brodsky 243). The references to the Russia-specific
notions that do not have a physical equivalent in the Anglophone world: “скверик” [yard
before an apartment block] and “подъезд” [hallway in the block of apartments]; are
adopted into the Anglophone culture, becoming ―daycare‖ (Brodsky 242), ―hallway‖
(Brodsky 242). “Жлобства” [the characteristic of being a miser] (Brodskij 219) is
replaced by an idiomatic ―fat cats‖ (Brodsky 244), which may not be semantically equal,
but both expressions are idiomatic. The Russia-specific references that Brodsky does
preserve are only two: a Soviet flag and the Cyrillic alphabet. As a result, the
geographically prominent poem loses much of its force in translation.
However, there are a few instances of successful use of un-English elements.
Brodsky employs ―zerocide‖ (Brodsky 215) and ―yesteryear‖(Brodsky 387) — both,
neologisms and archaisms, being typical of his Russian verse as well — which are
50
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comprehensible, but English-based, which means they do not fit the weird English
framework. A less successful un-English feature is the use of ―fifth corner‖ (Brodsky 363)
— a Russian expression metaphorically denoting a situation without escape — which
makes no sense to an Anglophone reader and cannot be deciphered from the context. There
are also several instances of what critics commonly label bad English. ―Sharp-cum-dull‖
(Brodsky 313) which is a reference to the Kremlin spire does not sound smooth to an
English speaker because -cum- is not normally used to combine modifiers. Also the
expression ―whiskey sour in ice‖ (Brodsky 387) confuses the reader; even though whiskey
sour is a well-known cocktail, the reader expects to see whiskey being sour on ice. Besides,
whiskey not being a central image of the poem, the idea of a shot glass made out of ice is
eccentric and thus a distraction.
Having examined Brodsky‘s translations one observes that his modernist approach
becomes more prominent since a large number of references he makes are to Russian
culture and geography make the texts difficult for an Anglophone reader. Once translated,
they stand out. Yet the increased un-Englishness is not the only characteristic of the
autotranslations: he continues transferring amphibrach into English, he keeps losing
instrumental puns — as in ―Fin-de-Siècle‖— and he generally simplifies and dilutes the
density of the Russian originals by neutral terms, paraphrases and inconsistency.
Undoubtedly, the poems are significantly rewritten: they change focus, register, even tone.
However, the inconsistency and the tendency towards neutral and general terms renders
Brodsky‘s rewrites unsuccessful.
3.3

Translations. Summary
No matter with what presuppositions one approaches Brodsky‘s translations, there

are several factors that can hardly be disputed. Brodsky attempts to rewrite his poems
very early on; and a large number of those alterations are intentional. This is direct
evidence of an attempt to reinvent one‘s work in a new language — although since the
poems do not undergo radical changes in style at this stage one cannot talk about
Brodsky displaying prominent effort to manifest himself as a poet in English. His
references are often alien to an Anglophone culture. According to Olson — who depicted
him as a cosmopolitan poet — Brodsky was firmly against monoculture and
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monolingualism.51 The use of allusions in Brodsky‘s translations is just as heterogeneous
— in literary, cultural and geographic terms — as the originals. He constantly travels in
space and time, reflecting the places, languages, meters and historic events in his poetry
and its translations. Hence his nationality as a poet cannot be judged by the factual
references he makes. In his verse he is travelling by using multiple languages,
multicultural themes, multicultural forms and references. Regardless of the language he
writes in, he employs foreign elements by mimicking foreign poetics and addressing
foreign historical events. Yet there is a difference between the modernist foreign
insertions and English-based neologisms and weird English, the latter being the linguistic
twisting of the language that communicates something by the means of distortion of the
norm by foreign elements. The artistic value of both is disputable. The most successful
cases of Brodsky‘s manipulations with English such as ―yesteryear‖ (Brodsky 387) and
―zerocide‖ (Brodsky 215) are based on English and not on Russian. Therefore, they are
not classic cases of foreign-based weird English, but merely neologisms, a replication of
a feature of his Russian writing and the evidence of Brodsky‘s functional bilingualism.
At the same time, there are not that many attempts to bend English to produce Russianbased weird English apart from the omnipresent replications of Russian syntax
andRussian stress patterns in the translations, which are significantly harder to process
for the reader than the regular syntax. One can argue that Brodsky‘s Russian syntax is by
no means simplistic, but as Ishov and many other critics mention. Russian syntax is also
much more flexible, especially when it comes to subordinate clauses,52 and therefore it
reads as natural. Besides, any reader of classic Russian literature is more accustomed to
complex syntax and run-on sentences. The syntax does not cause confusion for the
reader, merely some difficulty. The anapest, on the other hand, does; and so do some of
Brodsky‘s attempts to incorporate Russian idiomatic expressions without providing the
reader with sufficient clues to decipher them (nevertheless, there are some examples of
transferring Russian idioms into English the meanings of which can be logically deduced
without the knowledge of Russian).
Brodsky‘s weird English is manifested on two levels: the lexical level and the
formal one. Some of the weird English vocabulary replicates the patterns Brodsky used
51
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for creating his neologisms in Russian, however in his translations neologisms are not
weird English, but English-based material, they mirror the same stylistic feature Brodsky
employs in Russian. Some, however, are Russian-based and work in translation.
Moreover, the formal aspect resembles more canonical weird English because it is
clearly based on Russian, and the author insists upon it. While it is disputable as to
whether it works, it is identifiable as a conscious effort. Therefore, one may conclude
that Brodsky does not develop significant deviations from his Russian style in relation to
his neologisms; but he possesses weird English traits in lexical, syntactic and phonetic
senses, although the latter manifestation of weird English appears to be the least
successful one.
3.4

English from Scratch
Like his autotranslations, Brodsky‘s English originals begin to break away from his

Russian poetic self, and allow him to reinvent himself in his second language; however
some elements characteristic of his verse in Russian remain. In Brodsky‘s English poems
one can see the use of the complex imagery and personification that are characteristic of
his Russian verse, which can be illustrated by ―Elegy: For Robert Lowell‖ and ―Ex Voto."
In the elegy there is an instance of unexpected personification, in a way that it is
uncharacteristic of the object in represents, which is, however, typical of Brodsky‘s
Russian verse: ―White foam kneels and breaks/ on the altar‖ (Brodsky 147). Overall, ―Ex
Voto‖ is exemplary of Brodsky‘s Russian poetics:
What is Salvation, since
a tear magnifies like glass
a future perfect tense? (Brodsky 147)
―Ex Voto‖ and several other poems such as ―Infinitive,‖ which has a linguistic reference in
its very title, are especially characteristic of the metaphysical attribute and the
preoccupation with linguistic elements of Brodsky‘s verse in his mother tongue that can be
illustrated by the collection Part of Speech and a poem ―Verbs.‖ Same metaphysical strain
is present in ―Ex Voto:‖ ―A posthumous vista where worlds belong to their echo much
more than to what one says‖ (Brodsky 318). Brodsky‘s tendency to use low-brow and
vulgar language is also transferred to his English verse: in ―Seaward‖ he uses ―john‖
(Brodsky 309) for a toilet bowl, he also produces a short poem entitled ―Hail Vagina.‖
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Another replicated feature is Brodsky‘s travelling in his poetry or, as Ishov
suggests, his being a ―world‖53 poet. Almost every poem contains geographical references
to various places and historical events that can be often traced in the very titles of the
poems: ―Allenby Road,‖ ―The Berlin Wall Tune;‖ there are modernist insertions of foreign
languages: ―Wujek‖ (Brodsky 272) in ―Martial Law Carol,‖ ―verrucht‖ (Brodsky 312) in
―Letter to an Archaeologist‖ and ―umlaut‖ (Brodsky 318) in ―Ex Voto.‖ However, Brodsky
tends to produce increasingly more US poems and makes fewer Russian references:
―Kolo‖ alludes to the American flag; ―Exeter Revisited‖ includes multiple references to the
American rhetoric, especially to consumerism; and so does ―A Postcard;‖ ―Elegy: for
Robert Lowell‖ also makes geographical references to the USA. Most importantly,
Brodsky uses immigrant rhetoric, often self-referentially, which is a feature that is often
representative of a weird English artist although it is not a feature of weird English per se.
In ―Infinitive‖ Brodsky makes a reference to an immigrant as someone who is ―an island
within an island‖ (Brodsky 345); and in ―Transatlantic‖ he addresses the fact that he has
been in the US for twenty years.
The Russian references are increasingly scarce in Brodsky‘s poetry in English.
However, Brodsky continued composing poems in Russian even while writing others in
English (some of them referencing his new surroundings as did ―Lullaby of Cape Cod‖)
and, as one can deduce from interviews, he considered them his primary work as a poet.
―August,‖ Brodsky‘s last poem, is an exemplary piece of evidence of his poetic identity.
Not only it is written in Russian, but it makes numerous references not only to exclusivelyRussian cultural and linguistic entities, but echoes Pasternak‘s poem of the same title and,
as Reynolds argues, Pushkin.54 It does not display any trace of US rhetoric; even though
certain critics argue that it portrays a typical US small town,55 the features cannot be
identified as geographically specific, since statues at railway stations are common both in
US and in Russia. This parallel relationship between the English and the Russian Brodsky
suggests that there is a degree of independence in his English poetic persona that is
manifested in Brodsky‘s constant rewriting of the originals in translation. Yet the English
self does not radically differ from the Russian one; in fact it is inferior since Brodsky does
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not use the potential of the idioms of the English language to the extent that he does with
Russian.
Weird English remains in Brodsky‘s English verse. Among the successful
examples of this practice are the use of the Yiddish term for money in ―Berlin Wall,‖
which, if Brodsky‘s ethnicity is taken into account, is a textbook example of weird English,
Brodsky‘s biography and his continuous mention of the Jewish theme distinguishing it
from the modernist use of foreign languages. At the same time ―refujew‖ (Brodsky 312) in
―Letter to an Archaeologist‖ is an example of an opposing tendency — namely of
Brodsky‘s using American slang that echoes the Russian use of sparrow (page) — a
Russian pejorative slang term for a Jewish person, which suggests that Brodsky does
reinvent himself in English, but his English poetics replicate the Russian one, and he
occasionally succeeds in employing English material. However, neither one of these are
frequent enough to be a dominant feature that would determine Brodsky‘s status as a poet
in English. In addition, there are multiple examples of less successful weird English
moments that are often perceived as bad English. In ―Seaward‖ Brodsky uses an
expression a ―spat-at mirror‖ (Brodsky 309) which is easy to decipher, however, spat-at is
not used as a modifier in English and stands out from the smoothness of the line with its
ungrammaticality. It is an example — although less successful — of Brodsky‘s tendency to
create novel images as he does in Russian. In ―Ex Voto‖ and in ―Belfast Tune‖ Brodsky
introduces the action of ―staining‖ (Brodsky 330) of what one sees. This is similar to spatat, however, it does not break any grammatical conventions.
However, if one turns to form they will see that Brodsky in English originals
frequently employs light verse that is not overloaded with sophisticated poetics as he does
in ―Lullaby,‖ ―Love Song‖ and ―A Song.‖ Comparing the syntax of ―A Song‖56 that was
originally written in English to the author‘s translation of ―Postscriptum,‖57 and ―I Sit by
the Window‖(Brodsky 46) one is surprised by the discrepancy between the two. While the
syntax of ―A Song‖ is simple, short and straightforward without any deviation from the
norm, ―Postscriptum‖ replicates the syntax of the original; this results in run-on sentences
that are a norm for Russian writing, but are awkward in English. His metaphysical verse in
English is also less syntactically complex than his autotranslations although dimeters are
56
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irregular and sound heavy, especially since he makes great use of enjambement as in his
Russian poetry: “Only the liquid furniture cradles the dwindling figure. / Man shouldn‘t
grow in size once he‘s been portrayed‖ (Brodsky 309). This suggests that he is capable of
light verse but insists on the un-English metrical structure in his translations.
3.5

The Other Way Around
I do not wish argue that Brodsky is unaware of the difference between Russian and

English prosody as he often discussed them in his critical essays and lectures and he had
access to Nabokov‘s extensive research on the subject. In order to broach this issue, let us
compare the syntax of Brodsky‘s poems written in English with the syntax of his autotranslations and the syntax of a John Donne‘s poem ―A Valediction Forbidding Mourning”
translated into Russian by Brodsky.
As virtuous men passe mildly away,
And whisper to their soules, to goe,
Whilst some of their sad friends doe say,
The breath goes now, and some say,

Как праведники в смертный час
Стараются шепнуть душе:
‗Ступай!‘ — и не спускают глаз
Друзья с них, говоря ‗уже.‘

‗no...‘
In the case of ―A Valediction Forbidding Mourning,‖ 58 Brodsky adapts Donne‘s
text to Russian poetic conventions; he does not attempt a mimetic translation as he does
with his own poetry:
We can see that in the process of translation Brodsky entirely reconstructs the text.
He inserts direct speech where Donne uses reported speech: ―to go.‖ There is symmetry
created by direct speech in Brodsky, while Donne alternates direct and reported speech. As
a result, Brodsky‘s translation produces elegant language that preserves the rhyme abab.
For this reason both poems are rhythmically vivacious in contrast with the ceremonious
content. The enjambment Brodsky uses between ―whisper‖and ―go‖ compensates for the
fleeting effect created in English by the vowel endings of the lines that are replaced by the
consonant ones in Russian. Another important adaptation to Russian is the treatment of
―sad‖ by Brodsky. Instead of translating it into Russian directly as грустные [grusnyje] or
a more lyrical печальные [pichal‘nyje], which could accommodate the rhyme, Brodsky‘s
―sad friends‖ are not sad; instead they concentrate on keeping their gaze on the virtuous
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man. One possible explanation of this could be that sad would sound overly simplistic in
Russian, and would reduce the poem to banality. Brodsky alters the final line excluding:
―and some say no.‖ As a result, having allowed himself significant changes of syntax and
vocabulary, and following the Russian tradition of translating poetry, Brodsky preserved
the rhythm; and by altering the content he adapted it for Russian readers, allowing them the
opportunity for the aesthetic experience of reading metaphysical poetry.
This single example of Brodsky‘s translating into his first language shows
that he understands and practices the adaptation technique in translation and that he
follows different strategies in his translations into and from Russian, and these strategies
are intentional even if badly executed.
3.6

The Poet and his Language: Conclusions

The analysis of Brodsky‘s work indeed provides a certain degree of clarification of
his poetics. Brodsky takes advantage of his linguistic situation by embracing it as a
liberation and trying to make the most of it: he rewrites his poems, giving them new sense,
new tones; he experiments with the language, he tries to bring the Russian idiom to the
Anglophone reader. However, the richness of phraseology and the ease at manipulating the
language to the extent that one can reproduce a foreign metrical convention in an
approachable form do not manifest themselves in his English verse. The difference
between successful weird English artists and Brodsky‘s poetic endeavors is that while
Nabokov creates Pnin, Brodsky becomes one. His voice in English does not illustrate an
ability to control Pnin, to demonstrate the victory over the English language the make him
appear as a mask that Brodsky can put on and take off whenever he pleases. Brodsky‘s
poems in English illustrate a work of someone who is cautious about his experiments,
someone who makes mistakes when he performs his old tricks with new tools and does not
attempt to learn any new ones. Yet, can Brodsky‘s heavy syntax and the replication of the
Russian metrical structure be called weird English if they are not critically acclaimed?
Does one plunge into Russia and Russian when encountering Brodsky‘s verse or are they
merely caught up in badly composed riddles? Is Brodsky‘s poetry as valuable to the
scholars as Nabokov‘s Onegin? Brodsky exists somewhere in between being a textbook
example of Russianized English. He appears a victim, a proof of poetry being
untranslatable, of the native speaker‘s status quo, while at the same time his verse is an
ultimately Russian phenomenon that the Anglophone audience can sneak a peak at. The
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evidence of Brodsky‘s extensive use of Russian phraseology makes his poetry even less
translatable than poetry generally is. Yet, rewriting Brodsky‘s verse using English material
would have deprived it of its core element — an idiosyncratic Russian linguistic and
cultural perspective that remains prominent amongst multilingual and multicultural mosaic
of references, allusions and influences.Brodsky‘s intention not to eliminate the Russian
element is motivated by the weird English intent to properly present his Russian poetry to
the Anglophone audience. The issue is not the lack of equivalent devices in English, but
the fact that a poet is inseparable of the language, and the fact that Brodsky does not even
attempt to create a new English-bound poetic persona, but instead attempts to recreate the
Russian one in English only serves as a confirmation of this bond between a poet and his
language.

4 It is All About One’s Connections
Still, Mukherjee argues that the nature of American English vocabulary
itself welcomes immigrants59 and that weird English is a cultural phenomenon reflecting
on the democratic ideology as well as the social trends of the ―changing face of
America.‖60But can a faulty translation or, the gibberish of a linguistically handicapped
refugee, have a potential to occupy a niche in the anglophone literary tradition? Some
critics claim that they can, and so does the fact that a heavy-accented foreigner can become
a Poet Laureate. In other words, Brodsky‘s fame and success in English suggest that the
smoothness of one‘s verse is not the only thing at play and one has to look beyond textual
evidence in order to determine the factors that contributed to Brodsky‘s becoming a
prominent figure in the Anglophone literary tradition.
Even-Zohar suggests that the Anglophone tradition should be considered as an
eclectic polysystem within which there are smaller systems formed by authors coming
from non-anglophone background who bend the English language by producing weird
English. Within such a system translations should be approached in socio-literary terms by
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considering their function and their position within the polysystem of a literary tradition as
either central or peripheral.61
Since our task is to locate Brodsky within the Anglophone polysystem, we shall, as
Even-Zohar suggests, not only consider his poetry, but also take into account Brodsky‘s
biography, the historical moment, Brodsky‘s English, the criticism coming from his
contemporaries, and Brodsky‘s contact with Anglophone poets.
4.1

Biography and the Historical Moment
There are several factors offering material for speculation as to what could have

contributed to Brodsky‘s success. As Sollors shows, there had been significant
development in multilingual literature gaining recognition throughout twentieth century,
which has gained traction since after the Cold War with the ―pervasiveness of identity
politics,‖ 62 event though it remained marginalized. This suggests that at that time
biography was a significant, if not the foremost factor in drawing interest to a literary
figure. This state of the literary tradition perfectly accommodated Brodsky, who, despite
being an immigrant author, marginalised immigrant experience in his writing and instead
strove for assimilation by actively participating in the American literary scene, especially
when it came to his non-poetic endeavours. With the exception of his translations, the
Anglophone Brodsky can be viewed as an essentially monolingual author, since his essays
and his poetry translated by the native speakers of English are pieces of standardized
monolingual English writing. Further, we can attribute the Poet Laureate title, the Nobel
Prize and teaching positions at America‘s top university as, at least partially, a political
gesture inspired by Cold War, which would, however, tell us nothing about Brodsky‘s
translations, but about his being officially acclaimed as a successful literary figure.
E. Zohar argues that such centrality of the identity allowing for a translated poet to
occupy a central place in a tradition 63 could only be due to the aesthetic lack of the
Anglophone literary tradition which was not the situation at the time Brodsky worked in
the USA. Yet, although not insufficient in the realm of aesthetics, Anglophone literature
did exhibit interest in the literature coming from the East such as Solzhenitsyn,
Mandelstam, Milosz, Herbert, Holub and Kilma. The reason for that could be the general
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interest in the turbulent politics and social oppression in the Eastern Europe, and Brodsky‘s
poetry could have initially evoked interest for its eastern origins.
4.2

Brodsky’s English
Mukherjee‘s attempt to identify immigrant‘s oeuvres within the tradition, by

classifying them as ―Literature of the New Arrival,‖

64

―Literature of Immigrant

Experience‖ 65 and even ―immigrant American author-refugees from repressive nation
states‖66 supports this claim. The rationale behind this is that Mukherjee sees immigrant‘s
identity is a ―fusion,‖67 a ―coalescence‖68 or what Danticat defines as ―merging‖69 of the
homeland and the American experiences. In relation to his biography, Brodsky indeed
belongs with the immigrant and Eastern writers. Although often compared to Conrad and
Nabokov, his path does not follow theirs, since both, Nabokov and Conrad, encountered
English much earlier than Brodsky. Brodsky was thirty-two when he left Soviet Union,
and, according to the most prominent Russian Brodsky scholar Lev Losev, he never
achieved the native-like proficiency level of English. 70 One may argue about the
shortcomings of Conrad‘s and Nabokov‘s English as well, the former using archaic diction
and the latter attempting to show off his mastery of English through his overly complex
vocabulary. Nevertheless, in Mukherjee‘s classification biography is not the only factor at
play and proficiency is not even being considered; many of the migrant authors define
themselves as such through their oeuvres, the migrant element being embodied in the
content or the language. Hence, Brodsky cannot be considered a migrant author if one
examines his prose. Moreover, the determining factor that many critics indicate is that
Brodsky could have concealed his lack of mastery of English, had he only written prose in
his adopted language. The pivotal factor is, however, that he chose not to; and regardless of
the low quality of the output, the migrant element in the content and the form of Brodsky‘s
poetry gives him the right to enter the margins of the tradition from which he later
proceeds to the very center of it.
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The English of Brodsky‘s poetry has to be viewed as a statement — whether a
conscious or subconscious one — of his immigrant identity, of Brodsky declaring himself
a Russian poet. The major argument in in favor of this ‗immigrant‘s statement‘ hypothesis
is Brodsky‘s ―assimilationist‖71 Russian syntax used in his translations into Russian and his
Russian syntax in the translations into English which prove the intent behind the unEnglish strategy. However, even as a Russian poet Brodsky could still be a part of
Mukherjee‘s classification of the Anglophone migrant authors and belong to the tradition.
Moreover, in ―Reflections on the Nature of Free Verse and Poetic Form‖ Maria
Sukharnikova presents another anchor of belonging to a literary tradition. Sukharnikova
does not distinguish between the American and English literary traditions because her
article suggests that a poet writing in the English language by definition belongs to the
literary tradition of that language. 72 This implies that Brodsky‘s few poems originally
written in English allow him to enter the Anglophone literary tradition. However,
Sukharnikova does not elaborate on translations created by the author, it is left up to us to
decide whether these literary migrants have the same rights as Brodsky‘s originallyEnglish poems when it comes to belonging to the literary tradition. At the same time,
however, Sukharnikova contradicts herself by claiming that one shall examine rhythm,
since is bound to the language, and inherent to a literary tradition, 73 and the rhythm of
Brodsky‘s translations is especially un-English.
Yet, not everyone objects to the foreign-sounding verse: when referring to
Brodsky‘s poetry Heaney evaluated it as intensive and brave. For Heaney Brodsky makes
huge demand of himself in relation to language.74 This statement supports the hypothesis
about Brodsky‘s transferring of Russian syntax into his auto-translations being the
evidence of him being an attempt at making a weird English statement, as well as the proof
of Brodsky‘s being rather dysfunctional in the realm of producing English-language verse.
Moreover, in the interview with Heaney in New York Magazine included in by Losev's and
Vajl's Trudy i Dni he praised Brodsky‘s poetry for the combination of phonetics and ideas.
He discusses the form Brodsky uses in relation to the Anglophone metaphysical poets of
the seventeenth century, to Robert Frost (as the one Brodsky borrowed the expression
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―plane of regard‖75 from), to contemporary Irish poets; and to the poetics of Brodsky‘s
poem ―Reveille‖ as resembling the poetry of Hopkins. Most importantly, Heaney does not
distinguish between translations of Brodsky‘s poetry made by English speakers and his
poems that were initially written in English. Another advocate of Brodsky in English
isJohn Bayley, who addresses the issue as to whether in addition to becoming a US citizen
Brodsky became a ―citizen of the Great English Language‖ 76 in ―Mastering Speech.‖
Bayley claims that Brodsky succeeded, by making a reference to Brodsky‘s unsurpassed
mastery of the English language and equating it with Auden‘s. He argues that Brodsky
indeed became ―a writer and poet in English as well as in Russian.‖ 77 However, Heaney
and Bayley were among the minority of critics who praised Brodsky‘s poetry in English
and Heaney does not even comment on Brodsky‘s auto-translations or explicitly refer to
Brodsky‘s style in English as belonging to the American literary tradition.
4.3

Contact with the Anglophone authors
And yet, critically addressing weird English and distinguishing it from bad English

is of crucial importance as it raises the issue of the native speaker‘s authority being
increasingly challenged by weird English authors in postcolonial and multicultural
literatures. Disputably, the ‗weird‘ immigrant authors‘ English influences the standardized
variety in a process that Mukherjee entitles a ―two-way assimilation.‖78 Essentially, the
sign of total acceptance of weird English in the Anglophone tradition would be if we could
rephrase Mukherjee‘s statement about Malamud being ―as American as John Cheever‖79
by saying that Brodsky was as Anglophone as Auden and Yeats. However, first, a brief
commentary on the literary influences in reference to the question of literary belonging
needs be made.
Although in Malamud‘s case Anglophone literary influences, such as Hawthorne,
James and Melville, played a major role, and Rushdie claimed that a migrant author‘s
special freedom is of being able to choose their literary parents80 we will not dwell on the
argument as to whether influence alone locates a poet in a given literary tradition. Instead,
it is worth examining the perception of literary parenthood in cases of writers who changed
75
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their geographical location. Let us consider Walcott, Nabokov, Beckett and Auden as such.
As Nien-Ming-Ch‘ien claims when referring to the themes of Walcott‘s poetry: ―Walcott
writes in dialect, but does not live in it,‖ 81 the same could be applied to Nabokov in
relation to the language of Phin and Lolita. Beckett, on the other hand, made every effort
to redo En Attendant Godot when translating it into English. He consciously transported
the play from one tradition into the other. And Auden, who did not have to change
language, but merely his location, famously referred to himself as a New Yorker when
asked to which tradition he belonged. If we consider these attitudes in relation to Brodsky,
we can see that he does not rework the geographical or literary references of his poems, he
represses them with neutral notions or merely transliterates them along with the Russian
elements in the language. The way Brodsky solved his ―immigrant‘s dilemma‖ 82 was by
repeatedly and explicitly claiming himself to be a Russian poet. Although his poems like ―I
Sit by the Window‖ as well as several poems written in the United States refer to exile,
which is a common theme of multilingual writers, Brodsky does not further develop the
multi-lingual feature in his technique.
Pinsker offers further reasons to consider when locating Brodsky in the
Anglophone literary tradition. In ―Is There An American Literary Tradition?‖ he suggests
that the essential unifying feature of a literary tradition is ―the dialogue of American
writers with one another.‖ 83 This statement could be viewed in relation to literary
influence, or to the distinction between expatriates and exiles, who strive to connect with
their former patria, and immigrants, who immerse in their new surroundings and ―remake
identities‖84 mentioned by Mukherjee. Therefore, in order for the ―Literature of the New
Arrival‖ to form within the American literary tradition, there has to be communication not
within the immigrant group, but of immigrants with the non-weird American poets whose
oeuvres are not multi-lingual.
Yet, it was his active participation in reviving the tradition of oral poetry readings
in the States and his teaching English poetry that have resulted in such broad recognition of
Brodsky as a literary figure rather than his Russian origins. Brodsky‘s literary activity and,
specifically, his poetic endeavors correspond to the requirements of belonging to a literary
81
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tradition suggested by Pinsker and Mukherjee. Moreover, according to Heaney‘s essay
―The Singer of Tales: On Joseph Brodsky,‖Brodsky exhibited active participation and
immersion into his American step-culture. Heaney mentions Brodsky‘s achievements in
reviving the tradition of reciting poetry in the United States, and becoming famous for the
latter and his pedagogy.85 Therefore, according to Heaney, Brodsky as an activist persona
and a poet who participated in the dialogue of American poets fits the description of the
American immigrant poet, and, therefore, can be viewed as a part of the literary tradition.86
Given the contradictory responses by prominent Russian and English-language
critics and poets regarding Brodsky‘s position in the American literary tradition, we might
conclude that it remains a matter of opinion and individual preference. Yet, according to
the textual and critical evidence, one can elicit the domains within which Brodsky can or
cannot claim to belong to the American literary tradition. Culturally and ideologically
Brodsky‘s American identity as an immigrant poet has a right to exist. Moreover, Brodsky
did write poetry in English, regardless of the fact that he denounced himself as an
American poet His initially English poems are different in style from the Russian ones
which can be perceived as a successful merging of the two identities. Although Brodsky
did reach a high level of proficiency, and his prose, having passed through editors, is
flawless, it is evident that as a poet in English, whether a migrant or a monolingual one,
Brodsky is much less than what he was in his mother tongue. Nevertheless, Brodsky does
conduct an act of communication with the Anglophone literary tradition by being involved
in the literary scene as a pedagogue, an activist, and a critic, which manifests him as a
prominent, established figure of the English-language literary scene. And one can safely
conclude that in relation to Brodsky‘s identity as a multi-lingual poet and his involvement
with the American and English-language literary scene as a professor and a critic, he can
be considered a figure that is central to the American tradition.

5 Conclusion
Reynolds claims that Brodsky ―genuinely wished to […] reinvent himself as a
western poet.‖87 However, the textual evidence shows that Brodsky had always been a
85
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universal, multicultural poet, and the tendency that prevails in his translation serves as the
evidence of his aspiration to properly present his Russian work. Ultimately, he fails to do
so, since his Russian syntax and prosody do not accommodate an Anglophone reader. But
the path he choses to achieve this goal gains him a right to a new weird English identity
within the Anglophone literary tradition. Even so, the right to entitle Brodsky a successful
weird English artist remains arbitrary. Regarding the originally English poems, he did
attempt to reinvent himself linguistically by creating an Anglophone twin who employed a
similar set of stylistic devices, nevertheless, he did not pursue it far.
Apart form the textual evidence, the historical moment and Brodsky‘s position as a refugee
from a country with an oppressive regime played a significant role in drawing attention to
his work even before Brodsky emigrated. Yet it was Brodsky‘s active involvement in the
Anglophone literary scene that allowed him to keep that interest and to further advance
towards the centre of the tradition and to become a Poet Laureate, while many other
refugee artists remained on the margins. This radical discrepancy between Brodsky‘s
prominence as a literary figure and the negative criticism of his verses in English is due to
the fact that the weird English framework was not prominent during the seventies and the
tendency to produce assimilationist translations did not leave a niche for Brodsky‘s
unidiomatic English. Yet if one considers the present-day critics of Brodsky‘s work (some
of whom, like Ishov, have performed an extensive study of the drafts of the translations)
they will discover the tendency to overlook the issue of approachability and to concentrate
on the intention behind the artistic output. This approach reverses the previous attitudes to
Brodsky‘s and Nabokov‘s weird English endeavors and generates the means of artistic
expression that pose an ultimate challenge to the native speaker‘s authority in the realm of
aesthetics.
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APPENDIX I

Postscriptum

Postscriptum

How sad that my life has not come to mean

Как жаль, что тем, чем стало для меня

for you what your life came to mean for me.

твое существованье, не стало

...How many times in vacant lots have I

мое существованье для тебя.

consigned my copper coin, crowned with the seal

...В который раз на старом пустыре

of state, to that webbed universe of wires,

я запускаю в проволочный космос

attempting hopelessly to stretch the time

свой медный грош, увенчанный гербом,

of our connectedness...Alas, unless

в отчаянной попытке возвеличить

a man can manage to eclipse the world,

момент соединенья... Увы,

he's left to twirl a gap-toothed dial in some

тому, кто не умеет заменить

phone booth, as one might spin a ouija board,

собой весь мир, обычно остается

until a phantom answers, echoing

крутить щербатый телефонный диск,

the last wails of a buzzer in the night.

как стол на спиритическом сеансе,
покуда призрак не ответит эхом
последним воплям зуммера в ночи.8889

I Sit By The Window
I said fate plays a game without a score,

Я всегда твердил, что судьба - игра.

and who needs fish if you've got caviar?

Что зачем нам рыба, раз есть икра.

The triumph of the Gothic style would come to

Что готический стиль победит, как школа,

pass

как способность торчать, избежав укола.

and turn you on--no need for coke, or grass.

Я сижу у окна. За окном осина.

I sit by the window. Outside, an aspen.

Я любил немногих. Однако - сильно.

When I loved, I loved deeply. It wasn't often.
I said the forest's only part of a tree.

Я считал, что лес - только часть полена.

Who needs the whole girl if you've got her knee?

Что зачем вся дева, раз есть колено.

Sick of the dust raised by the modern era,

Что, устав от поднятой веком пыли,

the Russian eye would rest on an Estonian spire.

русский глаз отдохнет на эстонском шпиле.

I sit by the window. The dishes are done.

Я сижу у окна. Я помыл посуду.

I was happy here. But I won't be again.

Я был счастлив здесь, и уже не буду.
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I wrote: The bulb looks at the flower in fear,

Я писал, что в лампочке - ужас пола.

and love, as an act, lacks a verb; the zer-

Что любовь, как акт, лишена глагола.

o Euclid thought the vanishing point became

Что не знал Эвклид, что, сходя на конус,

wasn't math--it was the nothingness of Time.

вещь обретает не ноль, но Хронос.

I sit by the window. And while I sit

Я сижу у окна. Вспоминаю юность.

my youth comes back. Sometimes I'd smile. Or

Улыбнусь порою, порой отплюнусь.

spit.
Я сказал, что лист разрушает почку.
I said that the leaf may destory the bud;

И что семя, упавши в дурную почву,

what's fertile falls in fallow soil--a dud;

не дает побега; что луг с поляной

that on the flat field, the unshadowed plain

есть пример рукоблудья, в Природе данный.

nature spills the seeds of trees in vain.

Я сижу у окна, обхватив колени,

I sit by the window. Hands lock my knees.

в обществе собственной грузной тени.

My heavy shadow's my squat company.
Моя песня была лишена мотива,
My song was out of tune, my voice was cracked,

но зато ее хором не спеть. Не диво,

but at least no chorus can ever sing it back.

что в награду мне за такие речи

That talk like this reaps no reward bewilders

своих ног никто не кладет на плечи.

no one--no one's legs rest on my sholders.

Я сижу у окна в темноте; как скорый,

I sit by the window in the dark. Like an express,

море гремит за волнистой шторой.

the waves behind the wavelike curtain crash.
Гражданин второсортной эпохи, гордо
A loyal subject of these second-rate years,

признаю я товаром второго сорта

I proudly admit that my finest ideas

свои лучшие мысли и дням грядущим

are second-rate, and may the future take them

я дарю их как опыт борьбы с удушьем.

as trophies of my struggle against suffocation.

Я сижу в темноте. И она не хуже

I sit in the dark. And it would be hard to figure out

в комнате, чем темнота снаружи.91

which is worse; the dark inside, or the darkness
out. 90
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